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Abstract
This workshop call demonstrates that our field is eager to move beyond first-generation generalist
projects, toward a more mature practice.  . To do so, we seek to set up a common set of expectations and
criteria for how to judge our work. In this paper, we propose some subclasses of embodied conversational
character research and design, with criteria for describing and evaluating research and design advances in
each. We suggest that researchers in this field could benefit from carefully identifying their own areas of
expertise and contribution, and then looking for ways to collaborate on standards and share advances
within these sub-areas. Presenting results, then, would require making clear the sub-areas addressed by
the particular project, with evaluations appropriate to those areas included. We believe this approach can
help the research community to clarify contributions, and more easily build a common base of
knowledge.

Introduction
The effort to create an embodied conversational agent is, by its very nature, multidisciplinary.  Creating a
fully realized agent requires the application of diverse disciplines ranging from agent systems
[3,4,8,12,14,19,20], models of emotion [5,6,18], graphics [2,17] and interface design [11,21], to sociology
and psychology [7,15,16,26], and even art, drama, and animation techniques [10, 24].  The practitioners
of these disciplines do not share a common language, even when describing components of the common
goal; the criteria for critical evaluation, when they exist at all, vary wildly among these disciplines, and
there is no common objective measure by which we can determine whether a research product is “good.”

Often, our research papers describe the construction of a complete prototype, mixing discussions of
technical innovations with new application areas and interaction techniques [1,2,9,23,25].  Choices about
the appearance, personality, and behaviors of the agent are frequently made on the basis of an
introspective examination of personal preferences, and in many cases do not accurately reflect the goals
of the design or the qualities of the audience with whom the agent is ultimately intended to interact.
Rigorous evaluations of benefits to the user (e.g., [13]) are rare, and even when performed are subject to
considerable criticism owing to the difficulty of finding objective measures of success.

Our intent in this paper is not to criticize past work.  On the contrary, these failings are not the result of
flawed research but the necessary compromises made in the exploration of a new research area, and one
in which nearly every major architectural or design decision is dependent upon a combination of factors
springing from widely different bodies of knowledge.  However, to continue to make best progress, we
will have to develop a set of criteria for design and for evaluation that makes use of all of these
disciplines.  Though we need to work together to create successful characters, we need to preserve the
standards for excellence and methods for extensibility that each specialty brings to our work.

The purpose of this paper is to attempt a broad taxonomy of the research areas contributing to the creation
of embodied conversational agents.  Although these agents are the collective goal, each area is making a
different functional contribution and has distinct methods and measures for evaluating work.  Our hope is
twofold:  first, to encourage a recognition of these divisions, making it possible for researchers to be more
clear about what their work is, and is not, attempting to accomplish, and second, to provide a better basis



for understanding how to evaluate agents that only implement solutions to some parts of the entire
problem.

The Taxonomy
Here is our preliminary list of specialties within our field. We hope these will serve as a point of departure
for discussion at the workshop. For each, we’ve included relevant skills, criteria for success, and
techniques for evaluation. We listed these working from the ‘surface’ of the agent, to the beneath-the-
surface aspects. Please note: our ‘specialties’ do not necessarily map to particular established disciplines,
but are rather focused on different layers of crafting characters.

1.  Appearance and behavioral believability
This specialty is concerned with making a person’s visceral reaction to the character a powerful and
appealing one.  This would include appearance as well as sound and movement—all things that
make a character more sensorially appealing. Research in this area is not limited to ‘realism’, but
also includes media goals for exaggerating and enhancing human reactions to the character.

Some examples: researchers who enhance the realism of character walks and movements; those
who can specify and create the right visual appearance and style for specific character applications,
working within technical tradeoffs; researchers who create appealing and natural-sounding speech.

Skills required: training in the media being used, and in the observation of the relevant qualities of
human beings and their perceptual systems.

Criteria for success: Some form of response from end users that the character quality being
produced is ‘lifelike’ or ‘larger than life’ in the appropriate way.

Evaluation techniques: Commercial specialists rely on audience satisfaction measures, within the
context of a polished final experience by the right target audience in the right setting. Practitioners
in schools may use critique by other qualified specialists, to help  evaluate success.

2.  Interaction techniques
This specialty innovates and enhances the manner in which people interact with embodied
conversational agents. This includes examining the pros and cons of various input techniques
depending upon situation, exploring the range of social roles and interaction styles agents can
inhabit, and distilling principles around these that can be used across agent projects. The focus is on
how the user engages with the agent, and what works and doesn’t work about any given technique
(as opposed to a focus on the construction of new input or interaction methods).

Some examples: A researcher who investigates user reactions to an interaction with a character
where you type in your responses, but the character talks in response, versus an interaction where
both of you communicate in text; a researcher who designs an agent system with two agents that
discuss with one another as well as with the end user, to explore the powers of having a pair-to-one
interaction; a researcher who examines the social roles that characters play in computer games,
towards understanding the range of roles that could apply in other user contexts.

Skills required: training in researching user needs, desires, and instincts, and designing interactive
strategies that map to these. Training in the evaluation and iteration of these strategies.

Criteria for success: Some form of qualitative and quantifiable response from end users that the
character interaction being produced is engaging, helpful, and/or intuitive. Also, the creation of
broadly applicable design insights from particular projects.



Evaluation techniques: Surveys and rigorous observation of end users in the right target audiences
for the interaction at hand; peer critique.

3.  Application contexts
This specialty seeks to establish what applications agents have that are useful to particular groups,
and why. The focus is on thoroughly researching the application domain, and testing the completed
embodied conversational character with real users in that target group, using meaningful benchmarks.

Some examples: researcher who creates a tutoring agent by carefully researching real tutors in
tutoring contexts, and tests the final character in a trial with real students; someone who creates a
consumer assistance agent and tests it in a real customer service situation, using benchmark metrics
for reducing email volume to that company.

Skills required: domain knowledge about the application area, interaction design and user research
skills (or ability to direct such efforts).

Criteria for success: production of a successful final character that achieves goals set for this
application area (e.g. increase learning, decrease customer email). Role usefulness as perceived by
domain experts as well as end users.

Evaluation techniques: Setting key benchmarks at the beginning, during research of the application
area. Rigorous qualitative and quantitative analysis of performance against these benchmarks in the
application domain, with the right user group.

4.  Computational techniques
This specialty innovates computational techniques for creating successful embodied conversational
characters. This specialty also researches issues involved with integrating various components into
workable systems.

Some examples: Researchers who design architectures that can handle delivery of the synchronized
multi-modal actions and reactions of a character; researchers who computationally model user input
patterns such as eye gaze; researchers who generate frameworks for generating appropriate arcs of
emotion in characters; researchers who create annotation frameworks for specifying character
behavior.

Skills required: programming and system architecture skills, knowledge of the technological
constraints of the systems being used.

Criteria for success: Parsimony, elegance and broad applicability of solutions; ability to deliver
agreed-upon benchmarks of behavior/output (as set by both the computational specialist and the other
specialists on the team).

Evaluation techniques: Evaluating code and the usefulness of a programming or architecture
decision or standard relies on peer critique by others in the same knowledge area. Evaluation of the
end result of the computational solution as manifested in character behavior should include the types
of evaluation listed in appearance, interaction, and applications.



5.  Production
This specialty is often lacking from research efforts, and is not well represented in our projects and
papers. It represents the project management skill set that is always a part of industry media creation
efforts.

Some examples: mapping and gathering the resources (people, hardware, software) needed to
complete a project, creating schemes for file handling and asset processing, managing cycles of
iteration and user testing, and quality testing before release.

Skills required: organizational skills, project outline skills, people management.

Criteria for success: a completed embodied conversational character, preferably created under sane
working conditions within the agreed-upon budget, that accomplishes the primary research objectives
set at the outset of the project.

Evaluation techniques: did the methods used produce the success factors mentioned above.

Applying the Taxonomy
We propose that researchers in our community use this taxonomy in several ways.

1. Use it to clarify primary skills.
Identify one’s area of expertise and deep knowledge in contrast to areas that one knows less about.

2. Use it to assemble appropriate teams.
When beginning an embodied conversational character project, think about where one hopes to make a
primary contribution or contributions with the project, and compare that to one’s own skills.   Then, based
on this assessment, gather other researchers that have the needed additional skillsets. An alternative may
be to get permission to re-use a component from another researcher, to fill a need, acknowledging that
component’s creators.

3. Use it to set evaluation benchmarks.
Each interdisciplinary research group should set evaluation benchmarks and plans for each sub-area they
plan to make a contribution in, relying on the evaluation expertise of each specialist.

4. Use it to contextualize work for others in our community.
When reporting results, make it clear where the primary goals and contributions lie, and remind the
audience of the appropriate standards of evaluation.

The research community can help to bolster this approach by setting different standards of evaluation for
each type of contribution. We should expect rigorous, contextual testing of anything that claims to
address a real application need. We should expect empirical evaluation by appropriate target audiences of
any advance in appearance technique. We should expect peer reviewable descriptions of any new
architecture or computational technique, and if it claims to address a real interaction need as well,
accompanying user evaluation of the success of the manifestation of that technique. We should allow for
research papers that are case studies about production best-practices.

We may also want to think about rewarding the reuse of components that others have contributed, when a
researcher’s primary goal for contribution does not involve that specialty. This might help to encourage
the creation of extensible, reusable components, as they would show up again and again and get cited in
the community as a whole. It also might release researchers from feeling they need to wholly reinvent the
wheel to gain attention for their project.



Conclusion
In this paper, we’ve outlined a taxonomy of specialties in the embodied conversational character research
community. Each consists of a particular research agenda, set of skills, criteria for success, and evaluation
techniques. We suggest that our community can set clearer and better benchmarks and create more
extensible solutions by clarifying which specialties each project addresses, and by holding the project
results to the standards of that specialty.
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